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The M1919 Browning is a .30 caliber medium machine gun that was widely used during the 20th century,
especially during World War II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War.The M1919 saw service as a light
infantry, coaxial, mounted, aircraft, and anti-aircraft machine gun by the U.S. and many other countries. Many
M1919s were rechambered for the new 7.62Ã—51mm NATO round and remain in service to ...
M1919 Browning machine gun - Wikipedia
The M1917 Browning machine gun is a heavy machine gun used by the United States armed forces in World
War I, World War II, Korea, and to a limited extent in Vietnam; it has also been used by other nations.It was a
crew served, belt-fed, water-cooled machine gun that served alongside the much lighter air-cooled Browning
M1919.It was used at the battalion level, and often mounted on vehicles ...
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Please Click here if you can not use the Buy Now Buttons or the language settings are incorrect . Thompson
M1A1 .45 Caliber SMG . Plans to build a full scale replica of the Thompson M1A1 .45 Cal Sub Machine Gun.
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Readbag users suggest that NCIC_Gun_Codes.pdf is worth reading. The file contains 360 page(s) and is
free to view, download or print.
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